(A) Primary Sources

i) T.S. Eliot

Poetry:


Drama:


Essays and Lectures: (Collections)


Letters:


ii) Other Primary Texts


**(B) Biographical Studies (T.S. Eliot)**


(C) *Drama Production*


(D) *Secondary Sources - T.S. Eliot*

i) *Books:*


ii) Journals: (Compilation of Essays)


iii) *Journal Issues*


iv) *Indian Journal of American Studies*:

Special Issue on T.S. Eliot (Hyderabad, India: American Studies Research Centre, Summer 1988).

Special Issue on Survey of Theory (Hyderabad, India: American Studies Research Centre, Winter 1988).

(E) *Drama Criticism in recent times*:


Williams, Raymond, *Drama from Ibsen to Brecht* (London: Chatto and Windus, 1968).


**(F) General:**


